Suicide Attack on Funeral Kills 15: Iraq

Suspicious Objects Spotted As Search for Missing AirAsia Plane Ends

Israel Troops Kill Palestinian Teen in West Bank

Chinese President Stresses CPC's Leadership

Iraq Calls for Sending Human Rights Rapporteurs to U.S., Britain, Canada

Turkey Hails Russian Bid to Resume Dialogue over Syria Crisis in 2015

Kurdish Fighters Launched Over 300 Military Operations against ISIL

Tower Falls Down As Search for Missing AirAsia Plane Ends

BRUSSELS – Greece must reform the way it handles the Greek voters and policy leaders, saying it was a case of "corruption, inefficiency and 'old boy' networks" that led to the defeat of Syriza in the elections. The leader of the Syriza party, Alexis Tsipras, said his center had sent a letter to the European Union expressing the view that the current political situation in Greece is "very serious and disquieting." The letter said that the Syriza government should be in favour of early elections in order to change the direction of the country.

ANKARA - Turkey victory was the result of a two-year fight against the Islamic State, which took place in the predominantly Kurdish areas of the country. The government, which is controlled by the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP), has been accused of using the fight against the Islamic State as a pretext for closing down all Kurdish political organizations, including the Kurdish Workers' Party (PKK).

Turkish police have killed three suspected militants, according to the state-run Anadolu news agency. The operation is part of a coordinated effort to disrupt the activities of the Islamic State, which has been active in the eastern province of Diyarbakir for the past year.

AKANRA – Turkey will conduct a bilateral visit with Russia in May, the Turkish foreign minister said Tuesday. The visit will take place amid ongoing tensions between the two countries, which are partners in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

The visit will take place amid ongoing tensions between the two countries, which are partners in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The Turkish foreign minister, Mevlut Cavusoglu, said on Tuesday that the visit is an opportunity to discuss "the latest developments in the region and the situation in Syria and Iraq." The visit will take place amid ongoing tensions between the two countries, which are partners in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The Turkish foreign minister, Mevlut Cavusoglu, said on Tuesday that the visit is an opportunity to discuss "the latest developments in the region and the situation in Syria and Iraq."